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my contribution

I will highlight potentially useful aspects of  storytelling 
with images as derived from various existing practices, 
methodologies and products

to motivate and inform storytelling with scientific images



  

my motivation

image-based research in the life sciences
scientific creativity

platforms for playfulness and creativity



  

relevance

scientific creativity as a subject not be neglected by HCI
feed the discussion on what interactions with scientific images 
could amount to... 

synthesis of  practices within HCI involving storytelling with 
images



  

definitions & scope

story: the account of  a sequence of  events

storytelling story-making 
storytelling that includes and initiates from images

HCI perspective



  

what's with stories?



  

what do existing practices tell us 
about storytelling

what's with stories?



  

relevant functions of storytelling

{ARTICULATE}



  

{articulate}

MAKE EXPLICIT

{articulate}

MAKE COHERENT



  

Clandinin, D., ed. Handbook of 
narrative inquiry: mapping a 
methodology. Sage Publications

“human narrative 
ordering makes 
individual events 
comprehensible by 
identifying the whole to 
which they contribute„

Polkinghorne D.,1988

“narrative lines of  
reasoning do not 
generally prove anything, 
but they do show how 
something might have 
come to be the case„

Polkinghorne, D., 1988. Narrative 
knowing and the human sciences. 
State University of New York Press

Worth, S., 2005. Narrative Knowledge: 
Knowing through Storytelling

{articulate}



  

what do existing practices tell us 
about storytelling

what's with stories?



  

relevant functions of storytelling

{PLAY}



  

Rory's Story cubes App (The Creativity 
Hub Ltd.)

Story Wheel App (EverAge Consulting 
Inc.)Once upon a time (Atlas Games)

{play}



  

how has HCI incorporated 
storytelling with images?

storytelling with utility



  

AS METHODOLOGY



  

Johansson, M., 2006. Design games: 
reinstalling the designer in 
collaborative design Mattelmäki, T., 2006. Design probes

at various stages 
and in various ways

from producing 
user case scenarios 
to fostering 
collaboration...

{as methodology}



  

AS METAPHOR



  

organize/annotate



  

{organize/ annotate}

SHARE

{organize/ annotate}

RETRIEVE



  

...a process and design for supporting retrospective 
storytelling using digital photos to provide everyday people 
with opportunities to share personal life experiences.

Landry, B. and Guzdial, M., 2006. iTell: supporting retrospective storytelling with digital photos

{organize} SHARE



  

… we can use narrative structure underlying the events 
captured in photos as a source of  their organization and 
annotation. This effectively turns the organization process 
into a storytelling activity, an activity that is more 
enjoyable than the task of  organization, which carries with 
it the connotation of  "work".

Kuchinsky, A. et al., 1999. FotoFile: a consumer multimedia organization and retrieval system

{organize} RETRIEVE



  

... a new interaction paradigm, Narrative-Based interfaces 
that helps them to formulate queries to retrieve personal 
documents. We’ve shown how those interfaces are able to 
elicit a wealth of  information from the users that might 
otherwise remain unmentioned.

Gonçalves, D. & Jorge, J., 2006, Quill: a narrative-based interface for personal document retrieval

{organize} RETRIEVE



  

what's with stories?

CONCLUSION



  

{articulate}

make explicit
make coherent

play

organize



  

design space

a wealth of  existing practices
storyteling by gamers, by children, by designers, ...

a wide range of  artefacts



  

specific challenges



  

sneak preview
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